Workloading and ROI Solution

Smarter Path to Stronger Cleaning Programs
Achieve Assistant™ is a
powerful workloading
and ROI solution that
helps facility managers
optimize staffing levels,
tasks and cleaning
budgets. The result:
better program outcomes
at lower overall cost.

Better Information,
Better Results
Our trained industry consultants utilize Achieve Assistant
to analyze key task and cost
variables, allowing you to test
management decisions before
you make them. Incorporating
updated ISSA 540 Cleaning
Times, Achieve Assistant
creates your ideal facility
maintenance plan quickly
and easily:
■

Establishes time required
to complete a task or clean
an area

■

Assesses budget impact of
adding or subtracting
space

■

Previews effects of a wage
increase on overall cleaning
budgets

■

Determines how adjusting task frequency
will affect costs

■

Charts productivity gains using different
equipment options
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Achieve Assistant calculates
cleaning times and costs using
industry accepted production
rates, or customized rates based
on your unique needs and
circumstances.
Either way, what once took hours,
can now be completed in minutes!

Achieve Assistant : Simple, Fast, Flexible.
™

Now, get the answers you need to optimize your cleaning
program—all backed by accurate data and industry best
practices. Using Achieve Assistant, your Triple-S sales
consultant will develop “What-if” scenarios to help you plan
and implement your cleaning program with new confidence
and efficiency.

Solutions on Display

Easy-to-read charts capture and communicate
critical program information.

Supported by a user-friendly tab-based interface, Achieve Assistant
features highly readable charts and graphs that convey key program
information at a glance. A complete FTE summary area displays
required staffing levels by day and task.

Focus on Productivity
Achieve Assistant’s return-on-investment (ROI) capabilities can
generate a full cost/benefit analysis for each equipment purchase
decision. Using your existing equipment and tasks as a baseline,
Achieve Assistant calculates labor savings, payback period, and total
lifecycle ROI for each of two possible equipment options.

A Complete Solution
Achieve Assistant includes everything needed to put your facility
on the path to a better, more cost-effective cleaning program:

Quickly generate ROI data to justify and guide
equipment purchase decisions.

Achieve Assistant Cleaning Management
Software is compliant with ISSA’s CIMS /
CIMS-GB standard.

■

Zone and Specialist workload modules

■

Equipment ROI module

■

Worksheets for collecting
facility data

■

Complete help file and
user guide

Contact your Triple S sales consultant to learn more about how
the Achieve Assistant Solution can help you improve program
results while lowering your total cost of cleaning.
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